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News in Brief
RRC RECEIVES $75,000
PRESENT

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

On Sept 26 the C.P. Loewen Family Foundation donated
$75,000 to the RRC Steinbach campus, putting into place a
scholarship fund for some students attending that campus.
The Manitoba Scholarship and Bursary Initiative will also
contribute to the donation, the combined funds equaling
$150,000. The scholarship will be called the C.P. Loewen
Family Foundation Endowment and will give six yearly awards
to students in need of financial aid who are attending a full-time
post-secondary program at RRC's Steinbach campus.
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The Projector is looking for writers from all ends of our
college. Every program, from each campus is eligible to express
themselves in this paper — it is your voice. We welcome any
willing participants to join us at our next story meeting on
Friday, Oct. 20, in room W102 (the newsroom) at the Princess
Street campus, at noon.
Bring some ideas for what you'd like to write about, or listen to
some of ours. If you have an idea and just can't wait, email us!

SAFEWALK PATROL
Always keep your wits about you, especially when staying at
school late. If you would like an escort to your car, Safewalk
provides that service for students, staff, and visitors.
To reach the Safewalk Patrol/Security, call 632-2555 or they
are accessible through any one of the 20 Safewalk phones
located on campus. Safewalk is always looking for volunteers
(paid position). Please apply with the SA.
RRC is the Place to Be

RRC IS, LIKE, TOTALLY
POPULAR!
Over the past 10 years, RRC's full-time enrolment has increased
by 67 per cent, and the number of apprentices studying yearly
at RRC jumped by 57 per cent. This fall's high enrolment was
spiked by a 34 per cent increase in apprenticeship program
students for the fall term and speaks to RRC's awareness to the
labour needs of Manitoba businesses. A factor of this growth
can also be attributed to the Province of Manitoba's increased
investment in RRC.
In this academic year RRC expects to train 2395 apprentices,
an increase of 21 per cent from last year.
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Labour Drama Goes Public at RRC
By James Turner, Editor-in-Chief
PhotoJames Turner

Students at Red River
College got their first real sniff
of a rift existing between college
management and employees on
Oct. 4.
The feud went public with
an informational picket conducted by unionized college
employees and support staff just
outside school grounds at the
Notre Dame and Princess Street
campuses.
Currently, many of RRC's
faculty and employees are working under an expired collective
bargaining agreement, and are
attempting to negotiate a new
deal with the college.
But displeasure over the
college's initial offer to union
members has kick-started a series
of for-information-only pickets
geared at creating awareness on
employee issues of workload and
salary at the institution.
Asked what the sight of
instructors hitting the bricks
wearing slogan-scrawled signs
ultimately means for RRC
students, Penny Copeland, chief
steward of Local 73 — the adjunct
of the Manitoba Government
Employees' Union at the college,
says it's an indication the union
means business.
"We want students to khow
that their instructors care about
the quality of education — they
want the students to succeed,
and they want to be sure that's
possible," she says.
Copeland stopped short of saying the pickets meant
anything but business as usual for students and staff at
the college.
"It's not a good sign — but it's not an end-of-the-road
sign by any means," she says.
"We don't want anyone's education to be disrupted,"
she adds.
Morgan Ross, vice-president elect and a spokesperson for Local 73 (and an RRC instructor) says he
doesn't want to cause students undue anxiety, but he
says negotiations with management are at a point where
alternatives to a work stoppage may be growing scarce.
"We want students to understand (the current
negotiations) are a journey that could have some action
on them," he says.
According to Ross,
'there's a vast gulf
between the union and
RRC management
on issues of salary,
academic freedom, and
workload — notably
expressed in how the
college determines
how much an instructor works — currently
measured in "contact
hours" with students.
"It's the crudest
form of measurement," says Ross.
Contact hours, according to Copeland, are an oversimplistic workload yardstick, measuring only the time
instructors spend in front of their classes.
The contact hour formula does not take into account other responsibilities falling to instructors, such
as student evaluation, preparation, and managing class
sizes, she says.
"It's not unusual for instructors to take work home
with them."
Another divide facing the two parties revolves
around salary increases.
A source close to the negotiations says management's initial offer of a salary increase for employees was
one per cent per year over the next three years, an offer
the source called "insulting."
Participating union members passed out leaflets
to people coming or going from the college, and were

"If there
were more
students,
we wouldn't
learn
anything."

witnessed taking the time to explain clearly to students
that their actions did not constitute a strike.
"The government and college management continually boast about enrollment growth at RRC campuses,
but the reality is that the faculty is not growing at the
same rate and the increasing class sizes mean that the
quality of education will suffer... College management
must act now to address this important issue, before the
quality of education suffers further," the leaflet read.

— but just how the SA plans to assess and defend the
interests of students in the event of a strike or a managern6nt lockout remains up in the air.
"It depends on student consultation," Masesar says.
No classes were reported to have been cancelled or
otherwise interrupted by the picket.

CAUTIOUS SUPPORT

"SURPRISED"

FROM STUDENTS
Student reaction towards the informational picketsfell on the side of the union — with some lingering questions about the likelihood of tuition refunds in the event
of either a full-blown strike or a management lockout.
"I think it's good they're trying to keep class sizes
down — this is not a university setting," says Kristy
McKenzie, a graphic design student.
Gavin Ho, another graphic design student, agreed
with McKenzie, and says their workspace at the Princess
Street Campus is filled to the brim with students.
"If there were more students, we wouldn't learn
anything," he says.
Rebecca Campbell, who's in the middle of a threeyear business degree, says she supports the union position, but wonders what will happen to her tuition, and
other students' job prospects in the event of a strike.
"I want the best for the teachers...but it's concerning to me as a student if there will be any refund of our
tuition — people who are graduating want to get jobs,"
she says.
Rex Masesar, president of the RRC Students'
Association, says a meeting with college administrators
is in the works to discuss the potential impact contract
negotiations would have on the student body.
"We'll be bringing student concerns to them," he
says.
Masesar says the key issue is whether students would
in fact receive tuition refunds in the event of any workstoppage at the college.
"It's really up to the students what they want to do
— we want to talk with them (RRC students) as soon as
possible," he says.
The SA has planned meetings for class reps to be
held at the Princess Street and Notre Dame campuses

k. 'NW/

RRC MANAGEMENT

Twylla Krueger, director of college relations,
declined to comment on whether students would receive
a refund for their tuition in the event of a prolonged
lockout.
Krueger added management "was surprised" at
the union's decision to hold an informational picket, but
indicated their official position is that negotiations are
"going well."
RRC's president, Jeff Zabudsky says it's too early in
negotiations to tell how the contract drama will play out.
"Our position is the bargaining process is exactly
that, a process, and we need to let that process go on."
Zabudsky says the union effort to create awareness
for their position was "well within their rights."
Negotiations are currently geared towards finding a
middle ground between the management and the union,
he says.
Zabudsky indicated levels of settlement in labour
negotiations are governed by the Province, and have to
proceed in a direction articulated by them.
"We're a public-sector agency — we get direction
from government," he says.
In a response to student concerns about any potential loss of tuition in the event of a strike,. Zabudsky says
he doesn't want students to "get uptight" over the issue,
as the current state of affairs is in too preliminary of a
stage to even consider what happens in the event of a
work-stoppage — he asked students to remain focused
on their studies and the professional staff which teaches
them.
"To look at that would be bad faith on our part,
there's a process that still has to play out," he says.
Ken Webb, RRC's vice-president (academic), who is
involved with the ongoing collective agreement negotiations, could not be reached for comment by press time.
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Red River College

STUDENTS' ASSOCIATION
Mahe it 1/ours!

Feel Free to
contact us at:
Rex
Masesar
President

(204) 632-2474

Michael
Cochrane
Vice President
Academic

Message from the Executive:
The executive from your Students' Association would like thank those who supported the
Dawson College Students and the DeSousa family by coming to our offices and signing the
book that will be sent to them.
We would also like to thank those who have shown their interest in getting involved with the
Students' Association by volunteering to become a class rep and by applying to become of
member of the Student Advisory Board. Over the past two weeks, the executive have been
interviewing students who will form the board and will help guide the Students' Association
throughout the year. These applicants have shown a great deal of interest in getting involved to
help out their fellow students and responsibility that will greatly benefit YOU the students here
at the College.
Even though we are in the process of forming the board and the class rep system, there are still
a number of ways that you can get involved and make this year YOUR year. You can help out
with the great social events we have or run fundraising events to help you and your classmates
for your program or your grad or to just help out another charity. Come down to our offices at
CM20 for Notre Dame Campus or P110 at the Princess Street Campus.

Helena
Herrera

RED RIVER COLLEGE

STUDENTS' ASSOCIATION

VP Support
Services

NOTICE OF
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
Tuesday, November 7, 2006
12:00 noon

(204) 632-2480

Jesse
Wilson

Green Lecture Theatre
Notre Dame Campus

Vice President
Princess Street

•

Approval of Audited Financial Statements

(204) 949-8466

•

Appointment of Auditors

Up Coming Events
Oct 10 - 20

The RRC Students' Association is required to have its audited financial statements approved
annually by at least 25 Red River College Students. Your attendance is requested, along with
at least one fellow student, to ensure we meet the required quorum of 25.

Cram Night
(Free Coffee & Donuts)
October 16th
6-8 PM
Library Hallway

Mayhem in Mexico 2007
(MAZATLAN)

Package Includes:

Join the SA Events
Email List.

* Round Trip Airfare
*7 Nights Hotel
*Welcome Party
* 24-Hour On-site
Staff
* Beach Parties
* Theme Parties

Packages Starting from

699

Plus Tax

For more info visit our offices...
Check out www.rrcsa.com
saeventsOrrc.mb.ca

saeventsgrrc.mb.ca
CHECK OUT THE
SA WEBSITE
WWW.RRCSA.COAI

Notre Dame Campus
CM2o - 2055 Notre Dame Avenue
Winnipeg, Manitoba
R2H oJ9 (204) 63 2-2375

Princess Street Campus
Pito-16o Princess Street
Winnipeg, Manitoba
R3B 1K9 (204) 949-8466
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Pery Shocks PSC
Students
by Joanna Fultz, News Editor

By Mike Sherbysherbs©canada.com
PhOtOMike Sherby
RRC's Stevenson Aviation campus is
located in a non-descript building at the
end of Saskatchewan Avenue. It doesn't
look like much from the outside, but it's
what's on the inside that counts. This
small building is host to the only Transport
Canada-approved aircraft maintenance
engineer (AME) program in Manitoba.
The Stevenson Aviation Technical
Training Centre merged with the college
in April 2002 to form the new Stevenson
Aviation and Aerospace Training Centre
of Red River College. Bill Fraser, senior
instructor of the AME program says that
the merger with RRC has been entirely
beneficial.
"We have access to all sorts of
programs and services that we never had
before," he says.
Students of this 15-month program
acquire the skills they need to work in the
high demand field of aircraft maintenance.
The class time is divided equally between
in-class studies and hands on work with
actual aircrafts. Students learn how to dismantle and repair turbine and jet engines
as well as repair and produce new parts for

"[The test] is more to give us an idea
of where the students stand. We don't do it
to exclude anyone," says Fraser.
The hands-on work is done in
Stevenson's 20,000 square foot hangar on
one of the several aircrafts on the campus.
Students work on everything from tiny
Cessna 150s and helicopters all the way up
to a giant Boeing 727 which was donated
by FedEx.
The program has a near-100 per cent
job placement rate. According to Fraser,
Air Canada has not been hiring much
recently, but there are still m ny employers
in Winnipeg, such as: Perimeter, Calm Air,
Flightcraft and Keewatin Air.
Every year the campus plays host to
the United Way's plane pull, which serves
to kick off its annual fundraising drive.
Thirty teams compete to pull a Boeing 727
aircraft seventeen feet in the quickest time
possible. The Stevenson campus supplies
the plane and the location for the landmark
event which took place on Sept. 22 this
year.

a

As students at Red River
College. many of it , will have tis stay
long into the night
atch up on
our heavy workload, enjoying
the peace and quiet I ,1 c>etr (ampit,e,
after they have been put to bed.
But on the evening of Sept. 18,
two students at the Princess Street
Campus (PSC. did not have a distraction-free experience ;iftcr hours
learning that even in the safest
environments, creepy thittgs still link
after Clark
At roughly nine p.m. RRC
students 11Iatt \Vright and Lyns(y
Sable were entering the college
through the William Street entrance.
\Vright happened to glance through
the LVITHICAV Of the LOWCY Learning;
Commons. only to see a computer screen glowing with a raunchy
pornographic \1 leo. It took only a
few seconds before the two students
noticed that the individual enjoying
the simulated smut was not only
using, his eyes for pleasure.
His chair was set to its lowest
possible level in 111 attempt to conceal the dastardly deed. Even more
disturbing was the fat t that a \
woman, 1 8ish. was sitting directly
opposite him at the same desk working on the computer." says 'Wright.
After the initial shock subsided.
the two students went straight to the
security desk and told the guard•
on duty what had just happened.
Security responded tit tickly and
cahnlv in ca )111i -outing the indkidual
Itttl escorted him off of campus
-

property it media y,
As a service to tlic eCsnsni nmtyI,
certain parts of the canvits ars
.ty,tilal)le for public tt-e. including
tIn Learning 'ominous. But this
leaves Sabi, w.ond,
the se
ser■ ice , are available a late into tit(
night.
As a comniunit ■ iniiittiive, I
see the value of offering servit. cs like
this to the
but I don't think
it s tie (essary to have. that scale
until nticlitigln. There is no
tired fir ineuthers of the public to
lac' C Ili( ring or exiting the campus
that i„tte at night to use a coil:11)10er. -

site1.A
Like ithiny pro le Sable says
this is not the first, or the worst
inst ant C Of sexual deviance she has
witnessed. As cording to the 2005
■ Vinnipeg Police Servic e Annual
Rep it. there were 672 sexual assault , 'and 2,2 other sexual off, In c
reported tha1
I feel hilt. T lISiUt
curift that the situation w a , handled
ouicth and corifidentialk. The\
c itchy l didn't yell or d.eaten the
they were stern enough to
g.,et him up and out of the building
lightning fle, t. If any thing. in all lionestN, I ‘‘onicl have liked to s(1.- more
done to him. People like that don't
de-,etvc prolessionalisiti. cot tries%
tq. respect. Thu. need a good dose
of public humiliation, foltoN ■ •d by
ride in it police Sable.
Cziniptis security at PSC. left
“unittent on the matter.

the planes.
"We find the best way for the
students to learn is to actually get
the students to put an engine back
together, and every once in a while
they forget a part and oil sprays out
of it, but hopefully they learn not to
do it again," says Fraser.
The class size is made up of
roughly 16 students and there are
usiially three to four start times staggered throughout the year. Students
must pass a small aptitude test to
enter the program.

Teach English
Overseas

- are currently hirirtt for

WeigMtnw. ,.

ket Research Interviewers

Intensive 60-Hour Program

- Y -tio
g and comp ttlive vt.tactt, (,tat
at $8.50 pt:..r. hour, earn up to $ i 2.5U Der ht70
SuppoTti , e and d\,namtc. work env10; , n cry? .
Opportunity for ad rancentent
- Evening and weekend schedt ing

• Classroom Management Techniques
Detailed Lesson Planning
Comprehensive Teaching Materials
Internationally Recognized Certificate

f r„,

Teacher Placement Service
* Money Back Guarantee Included
Thousands of Satisfied Students

OXFORD
SEMINARS

1.800779.1779 1780428.8700

www.oxfordseminars.com

How to

How to apply:

Strong written Er oral English communication skills
Typing speed of at least 25 wpm
Able to commit to a minimum of 3 shifts per week
(including one weekend shift)
Previous call centre or customer service experience
is an asset

In Person or By Mail:
Attn: Recruitment Coordinator
2nd Floor 175 Carlton Street
Winnipeg, MB R3C 3H9
By Fax: 204.949.9371
Online: www.ipsos-na.comIcareers
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Koldyk Banking On Raised Awareness
By Charity Maraire-Shonhiwashonhiwach@yahoo.ca
Annaka Koldyk is not only busy

studying in the joint-nursing program
between RRC and The University of
Manitoba, but she's also taken on the
responsibility of RRC's new food bank
co-ordinator.
Koldyk used to help her mother,
who held the same position in 20012002. When the opportunity arose,
Koldyk decided to grab the wheel and
continue on with what she had become
accustomed to, bringing to the job an
array of her skills.
Since the food bank is located at
the Notre Dame campus, students at
the Princess Street campus may not be
as aware of its services and this is something Koldyk would like to change.
"We [the co-ordinators] need to
raise awareness of the food bank and
reach the Princess campus better," she
says.
Also on her to-do list: she would
like to clean up and paint a mural on
the food bank trailer. Koldyk sees the
job as an opportunity for students who
want to contribute to the community.
Critics may think patrons of the
food bank mismanage their finances,
but Koldyk sees it more as people trying

to
balance family and school at the same time
and sometimes coming up short.
"I would say that we have a lot of
students with families, and who are challenging themselves while going to school
— while working so that they can do
better for themselves and their families
Sometimes that load stretches one person
too thin," she says. "What we are doing is

Travel CUTS ft417,d, dteckiat
1-i' Book travel for holidays
Ndr Book Reading Week/

Spring Break trip

(Why not dream?)
Fine print: In case you didn't know it, Travel CUTS is actually owned by you! On your behalf,
we work hard to save you money by combining students' collective buying power to
negotiate many exclusive student travel discounts & services that others can't. So booking
your travel with us actually helps Canadian students. As an added benefit, our charming
agents really know their stuff, and love what they do. So stop in, say hello, and ask for a
free music download card. If we have any left, it'll help you to enter a contest to potentially
win $10,000 in tuition, a free trip to Cancun for you and three friends, or one of ten laptops.
Now how cool would that be?

::TRAVEL CUTS

Canada's Student Travel Experts

www.travelcuts.com
1-888-FLY-CUTS (359-2887)
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Buhler Brokers Bike
Trail
By Michelle Cattanimcattani@hotmail.com
The City of Winnipeg has proposed a deal

Book trip for next summer

473 Portage Ave.
783-5353

for people who can barely afford all that.
They can get the relief by getting the two
to three day grocery supply from the food
bank."
Owen Desnoyers, executive director
of the RRC Students' Association says
that the number of people who visit the
food bank varies from month to month,
and can be around 15 to 20.

Position: Market
Research Interviewer

Location: Exchange District
Wage: Up to 9.00/hr
Terms: P/T - F/T - Permanent
Shifts availabld: evenings/weekends
Objective: to provide superior external and internal client service.
Responsibilities: conducting telephone interviews with the general
public using computer-assisted and/or paper surveys and research
questionnaires; ensuring respondents meet eligibility requirements;
reading the survey and research questionnaire scripts verbatim; using
effective interviewing techniques as required; recording respondents'
answers accurately; and completing clerical and/or other duties as
required.
Proven Skills, Knowledge and Experience: written and oral communication; computer; client service; listening and learning; quality
assurance; some previous call centre experience.
Attributes: enthusiasm, reliability, maturity, integrity, consistency,
adaptability, flexibility, dedication, motivation and professionalism
Interested and qualified applicants can forward their resumes and
cover letters to: careersfield@nrgresearchgroup.com, fax: 9472410 or apply in person on the 11th floor, 213 Notre Dame Ave. No
phone calls please. We would like to thank all applicants, however,
only those who are being considered further will be contacted.

Desnoyers says that the food operates with
donations and fundraising from varied
sources.
"Large donations come from
Winnipeg Harvest. We also raise money
through fundraising events, pizza days,
done at least two to three times a year."
The SA office has a cash donation
bank and donations are welcome.
Students who cannot get to the
Notre Dame Campus can call the
Winnipeg Harvest food line at 982-3660
to find a food bank close to their community where they can register to pick up
a hamper. Winnipeg Harvest will then set
up a time and date in the student's community. Winnipeg Harvest's hours are Monday
- Friday 9:15 a.m. -3:30 p.m. and Saturday
9:30 a.m. - 12:30 p.m.
Koldyk would also like to remind students
that what they are doing is not easy.
"They should remember that what they
are doing - going to school is so honourable
and it is so difficult," she says.

to buy a 6.7 km stretch of abandoned railway
from the Canadian Pacific Railway (CPR), which
could bring the city a step closer to having a bus
rapid transit system (BRT).
According to an article in the Winnipeg Free
Press on Sept. 21, the buying price of the land
was just $1 7 million, it will be used to construct
a bike path sometime in 2008 and
is ultimately hoped
to be turned into a
bus or light rapid
transit corridor.
The bike trail
will run northsouth from Nairn
Avenue to the edge
of the city. Trails
such as this could
be very beneficial
to Winnipeg, as
the challenge of
cycling on the
road hinders some
cyclists from riding
their bikes to work
and school.
"I'm mostly a
recreational cyclist,
I don't cycle much
to work because
there aren't enough
accessible routes for
biking," says Shawna Bartlett, an avid cyclist.
"We definitely need to have more accessible
pathways running parallel to main roadways if
people are going to use bikes as an alternative
method of transportation," she says.
According to the CBC, John Buhler, a local
businessman, "brokered the deal", but "credited
mayor Sam Katz with making the deal a reality"
The site also states that BRT was put on the
back burner by Katz just after he became mayor
in 2004 because it was not a priority for him.

Katz instead redirected the money given for the
project into "funding community centres".
Some students think having a rapid transit
system could benefit a lot of people. One says
faster, more efficient transit would save some
of the precious extra time that students have in
their busy schedules.
"It takes me about forty minutes both
ways...that's almost
an hour and a half
a day... there are so
many things that I
could be doing in that
time other then sitting
on a bus," says Stacey
Mutton, a resident of
St. Vital and a student
at the University of
Winnipeg.
While the plans
for a BRT system
are still to come, it
is something that
some are hoping will
become a reality
On mayoral candidate Kaj Hasselriis'
campaign website,
www.kaj.ca, he states
that one of his plans
for if he is elected is
to put BRT plans into
motion.
"[Plans to] implement the Rapid Transit Task Force for better,
greener transit and dedicated bike corridors....
build bike corridors as planned in the Rapid
Transit Task Force report," says Hasselriis.
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Two Mayors, One Day
By James Turner,

Editor' in Chief Photos James Turner

With a civic election less than a month away Red River College had the benefit of visits by
two people who know all about the down and dzrb world of electioneefing.
On Sept. 28, Winnipeg mayor Sam Katz and former mayor Glen Murray visited the college
— Katz to help kick off the United Way's College and University appeal, and Murray to talk to
students about his time at city hall.
Here's some of what each had to say about thefuture of Winnipeg, and how city politics
affects students, now and perhaps in the
Ature following the Oct. 25 election.
The Projector: What does the prospect
of four more years of Sam Katz mean for
students?
Sam Katz: College-age students are what
it's all about — that was one of my major
motivations when I decided to run two
years ago. I was of the opinion that people
of that age group, given the opportunity,
would leave our city.
They would leave our city because
there wasn't opportunity for them — in
other words, when they graduate, would there be a quality job available for them that they could actually make a life,•not a living — a
living doesn't cut it anymore — you've got to make a life...I didn't see
that happening.
The Projector: You talk about quality of life —what do you actually
Office:
Room FM66 Notre Dame Campus or
Students' Assoc. Office Princess Campus
P-110 (reduced hours

STUDENT
HEALTH & DENTAL PLAN
OPT OUT DEADLINE
within 30 days from the start date of your full time program
OPT IN • RETURNING STUDENTS:
within 30 days from the start date of your full time program

FAMILY ADD ON DEADLINE:
within 30 days from the start date of your full time program

To obtain appropriate deadline forms, coverage information,
and the MB.Pharmacare application to receive your SA CARE CARD
(eligible prescription drug card) please visit the:
Student Benefits Plan Office ROOM FM 66 - Notre Dame Campus
or
Students' Assoc. Office Princess Campus - P.110 (reduced hours)
Or call (204)632-2505

sahealthlizrrc.mb.ca

www.gallivarucaistudentnet

Introducing The

►orits

•

Pr ncess Grill
i

Breakfast & Lunch Daily Monday to Saturday

mean by that?

Sam Katz: We need
to stimulate investment in our city, and
by investment, I'm
referring to we have to
get business to come
here, invest, and start
creating the jobs we're
talking about. Whether
you graduate from
Red River Community
College (sic), or St.
Boniface College, or U of M or U of W, if there's
not a quality job here for you, what are you going
to do? You're going to leave — let's call a spade a
spade — that's exactly what's going to happen.
Some people don't understand that these
jobs are created by
business...we're
not Ottawa — it's
not government,
it has to be business. I want to be
sure we have an
environment where
business knows they
are welcome, and
we'll work with
them...Business is
the solution to many
of our problems.
[...]Life is all
about hard work,
but also having fun
— and you want to
make sure you have a city where people can have
fun...I'll be very frank with you, I can't share
them with you right now, we're working on some
projects that would also fall into that category.
There's no reason we can't do what any city
in Canada does...I think it's also important to
showcase Winnipeg has more attributes which
people don't realize.

The Projector: Such as?
Sam Katz: Such as Winnipeg has more sun than
any other city in Canada...I've been everywhere
in North America...It's nice to be living in a city
where people are friendly, where they do say
hello, where everybody isn't so caught up in their
own lives they ignore everybody else.
We do have, in general, compared to other
cities, affordable housing where you can actually
afford to buy a home. We have clean fresh air
compared to many cities in Canada...where you
in our house and get fresh clean drinking water,
you flick a switch and your lights are on. We live
in neighbourhoods that are nice — I will tell you
that I think safety is an issue, and we have to work
on that, and we can improve that.
Look at the cultural environment — the ballet, the symphony, the opera. Look at the festivals
— the Fringe Festival, the Folk Festival...you've got
the Bombers, you've got the Moose, you've got
the Goldeyes.
In Winnipeg, you've got everything.
The Projector: How do you feel about the 75cent Sal's burger?
Sam Katz: I think it's terrific.
The Projector: Have you been on a Tuesday
yet?

Students and faculty order any platter
and receive free coffee or fountain pop.
(offer excludes breakfast and lunch speciaG)

Before ordering show your Student Card

Eat in or Take out
943-9010
85 Princess St

Sam Katz: I haven't, I've read about it, I've
heard about it...

The Projector: Do you plan to go?
Sam Katz: I would definitely go. Absolutely.

Note: Unlike Sam Katz, Glen Murray
is not seeking re-election as Winnipeg's
mayor on Oct. 25.
The Projector: Going into the civic election,
what should Winnipeggers be thinking about?

Glen Murray: We need to have more confidence in who we are, seeing our city as a more
important and beautiful place than often gets
talked about... and simply start to take risks as
a community. When we vote for creative people,
we start to support leaders and risk-takers and
innovators.
The Projector: What's the risk you think we
should be taking?
Glen Murray: We should all be concerned
about policing — we need more police officers, we
should all be concerned
about potholes and
filling them...my biggest
concern is that there are
not a lot of seeds in the
ground right now
A lot of the
stuff that's going up
— the Hydro building,
the Human Rights
Museum...all of the
things that are now
emerging were all seeds
that were planted. It
takes years to get these
things going...I just
don't see any seeds in
the ground — I don't see
any blueprints right now that in two or three years
are going to be the next generational projects.
The human rights museum should be top of
the list...we're all here as immigrants, or First
Nations people who have faced discrimination
— we all ran away from oppression, famine, war,
The Holocaust — that human story, that human
journey to be told in that museum, it would be
transformational. Sitting right between that
bridge (the Esplanade Riel) and the beautiful
downtown, I would be out there trying to get
that...I don't hear a politician at any level of
government standing up and saying, 'here's a
commitment, we've got to move this ahead.'
[...] I'm looking to leaders when I vote to
start speaking to me about what their dreams are
and how they're going to fulfill them. I'm concerned we're getting really dumbed-down debate
now
The one thing that's so important is your
citizenship, there's no substitute...it's that choice
whether you simply pay taxes and vote and
complain, be a consumer of everything that's
going on — or actually go into a campaign, find
the candidate that you like, and go out, knock on
doors and support them.
I gotta tell ya — these guys who are arguing for change don't have a lot of money on
their side, they really count on volunteers — and
students, you bring ideas to the process, you bring
energy to the process, and you can make a bigger
difference.
I got elected by seniors and students...I had
pathetically little money when I ran, and I was
getting beaten up by the majority on city council
telling me I was some whacko fringe nutcase...it's
harder, we don't have political parties, and we
don't have leaders that articulate a party platform,
so you really have to be a much more critical
consumer of politicians...I'm not running for
office, but talk to him (gestures to a city councillor standing nearby), go talk to his competitor. It
makes a big difference to him if he's not standing
there alone, and [people] go and chat him up for
a moment.
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The Mayoral
Candidates
WHICH ONE IS FOR YOU?
By Sara Atnikov satnikov@hotmail.com.

Charisse Sookram says she is voting for Sam Katz. Ramond Geronimo
isn't voting for anyone. Michelle Eckert
is voting for Sam Katz. Each of these
Red River College students has made a.
decision - have you?

Who are you voting for?
Who to vote for is not a choice that should
be made lightly. Each candidate has their own
platform that will ultimately lead to our city going in a certain direction. What I wanted to know
was what part or parts of their platforms each
candidate felt were most relevant to students,
so I asked exactly that. I spoke to Ron Pollock,
Marianne Cerilli and Kaj Hasselriis, asking them
each the same question: What part of your platform do you think is most applicable or relevant
to students? Why should we vote for you?
Almost every candidate provided me with
what they felt were key points of interest for students and "young people" from their campaign.

Kaj Hasselriis

Ron Pollock

"We need to do as much as we can
to support creativity in Winnipeg."

"Bring back the Jets."
Reduce bus fare from two dollars to one dollar.
Create "law care". Law care would entail each
citizen having a certain amount of free legal aid
and or advice. If a person needs legal advice but
can't afford it, law care would ensure they have legal
council. This service would be administered by former law professors from the University of Manitoba.
Hire people from the community who are
experts in a specific area to be part of his team. For
example, a student could be hired to be an advisor
and a liaison between student groups and Pollock.
Resurrect major league hockey.
Opposed to OlyWest.
For rapid transit.

Interested in keeping young people here and attracting
new people to the city.
Promote Winnipeg to companies and industries not
already established here—"Companies want to see the city
motivated," says Hasselriis.
Focus on broadening our economic environment and
diversifying our economy by ceasing our reliance on a small
number of specific industries.
Eliminate the business tax.
Revitalize downtown by increasing affordable housing
and amenities like grocery stores.
For rapid transit and bike paths.
Create a full time advocate in city hall for people who
use alternative transportation such as cyclists and pedestrians.
Stabilize funding for the arts.
Create incentives for developers to close the market gap;
use available and vacant spaces to create affordable housing.

Marianne Cerilli

"Think globally, act locally."
Take a new approach to the economy by
focusing on sustainability through development and
inclusion of all groups of people.
Use her experience in education, guidance and
in working with women and young people to engage
individuals to be active in the community.
Create long term sustainable development
"We can be a sustainable city in a global
world," says Cerilli.
Stop urban sprawl; opposed to Waverley West.
Revitalize older areas of the city.
Create a green city; for rapid transit and active
commuting.
Focus on public safety

Sam Katz:
This reporter called and left a message at Katz's headquarters stating who I was, what I was doing, and I requested
a few minutes to speak with Sam or someone relevant to his
campaign, either in-person or over the phone. I received
a phone call later the same day from a member of Katz's
campaign team. I was asked what type of questions I would
be asking, to which I responded, "The same ones I have asked
each of the other candidates — 'what part of your platform
do you think is most applicable or relevant to students? Why
should we vote for you?"' I was told to not be so specific in
my questions, and to ask questions about economic development and sustainability instead. I was also asked not to ask
about lowering tuition costs. I was told that Katz would be
coming to the Princess Street campus later in the week and
that I might get a few minutes with him then, but nothing was
promised.
I looked for Katz on the day he was at the campus,
but unfortunately I didn't see him. I was unable to set up a
phone interview, so I was not able to hear what he has to say
on subjects relevant to students.

HONOURABLE NANCY ALLAN
Minister responsible for the Status of Women
invites you to a Government of Manitoba reception to recognize

ESDAY, OCTOBER 24, 2006
'00 P.M.
TIVE BUILDING

Please join us as we celebrate the growing achievements
and future opportunities for women in the skilled trades.
For further information, or to confirm your attendance,
please contact the Women's Directorate at 945-3476
(in Winnipeg) or toll free 1-800-263-0234.
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full-time & part-time
great hours
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bonus'& incentives
awesome team
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sales experience an asset
will train suitable candidate

Call Sheldon 989-2995
or fax your resume
today to 775-7165
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and dreamer"
Richard Walls
has a vision of
urban development for the
traditionally impoverished North
Main area which
combines arts
and cultural deBy Andrea von Wichert
velopment, and
avw@mts.net
tourism with a
social conscience.
"When I was going on
"Rather than a health
the bus to school for arts
and cultural management and social services problem,
last year I had to pass this it's really a tourism and an
economic development oparea and I fell head over
heels in love with it," says portunity," said Walls. He sees
the area becoming "a cultural
Amy Teakle, director of
cluster...where you could
The Edge Artist Village
and Gallery, located in the get a critical mass of artists
old Norman Meats build- concentrated in a small area"
which would attract both
ing at 611 Main Street.
locals and tourists.
All the members of
"It's important to emthe grassroots collective
brace the traditional residents
behind the facility share
Teakle's enthusiasm — the who live there, whether they
are poor people, whether
complex boasts shared
they're Aboriginal...it doesn't
studio space for 12, a
gallery/performance area, matter, but don't drive them
out of the area," he says.
and eight live/work artist
To this end, Walls is also
studio apartnients,.
developing the Red Road
Developer and
Lodge (formerly the New
self-described `.`visionary

be

Occidental Hotel) as affordable housing for "people
who have drug and alcohol
problems and are looking for
a safe, dry environment" to
live in.
With its liquor license
and VLT's gone, the hotel's
former beverage room has
become Studio 631 and will
offer a dry cafe/restaurant
and performance space.
Residents of the lodge and
other members of the North
Main street community will
be offered programming
and classes provided by
instructors from The Edge
collective. The end of this
October sees free watercolour classes being offered.
"We have people from
the street coming in to sign
up," says Teakle.
Long term plans are
underway for what Lee
Holleron, community liaison
for The Edge, describes as
the "grassroots healing that
we're trying to do." Plans
include community feasts
once a month, dance classes
from Young Lungs Dance
Exchange (which now has
.

its rehearsal space in
Studio 631), an eventual
partnership with Pan
Am Boxing Club to offer
area residents a Healthy
Living Program, and
shared programming
with ArtBeat Studio (a
community art program
for mental health consumers).
"There's enough
critical mass in this
group...this whole area
is going to change. We're
not pushing everybody
out. We're embracing
them," says Holleron.
The Edge has its
grand opening Oct. 13
at 7:30 pm. It is open to
the public and will be
featuring artworks by collective members, musical
and dance performances,
films in the adjacent
parking lot, DJs and
much more. Admission
is free.
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WATER AND MORTAR
(ABRIDGED)
By Chris Webb
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Hometown Kids
Play With The Big Boys
By Shawn Haudesrhoude@shaw.ca
Comeback Kid is making a loud trip home. The
Winnipeg hardcore punk rockers are in the midst of their
first major Canadian tour, all while surviving a serious
lineup change and working on a third record.
Add to this the honour of opening up for punk legends Bad Religion and Dropkick Murphys on the tour.
Recently The Projector spoke with Jeremy Hiebert,
guitarist for Comeback Kid (CBK).
"It's definitely by far the biggest show we've ever
played at home," said Hiebert. This particular show will
be a huge first, as CBK have been promoted to playing
venues like the MTS Centre.
"We had to approach this tour with a different mindset," said Hiebert. "The interaction between the crowd

and the band is not going to be the same."
While the show may be less intimate to that of
a smaller venue, Hiebert says it does have it perks.
"I'm...ecstatic that we're going to be playing to new faces
- people that would have never heard us before."
One noticeable advantage of this Canadian tour is
the diverse punk line-up, which allows the band to create
a very distinguishable role on the tour.
"I guess we would be considered the only hardcore
band on the tour and we probably play the fastest," says
Hiebert. "That would be our degree in this mix."
Essential to the mix perhaps — CBK actually had
to put-off plans to work on their new record to join the
Canadian tour.

"We needed to focus on writing... and maybe
we shouldn't have taken [the tour], but at the same
time it was one of those tours we couldn't turn down.
Dropkick Murphys and Bad. Religion in our country
- we have to do it."
After the Canadian tour wraps up in Vancouver
on Sept 30, CBK will resume work on the record in
early November. With a new lineup and a few years
of songwriting under their belts, Hiebert says fans can
expect a new style of sound on the record.
"It's going to be a little more aggressive. I think
it's going to be a harder record."
However, CBK has no plans of shifting from
the hardcore punk scene. "At the same time we're

IF ONLY EVERYONE GAVE STUDENTS SPECIAL TREATMENT,.
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not going to make a completely
different album, it's going to
be a progression." This progression will undoubtedly be
due to CBK's new frontman
and former guitarist, Andrew
Neufeld, replacing the departed
Scott Wade.
"Andrew does have slightly
different vocals," said Hiebert,
"It's going to be fun experimenting with that in the studio...he's
a talented kid."
Fans will undoubtedly get
the chance to see CBK rock the
`Peg again, but the band has
also expressed interest in joining
another major tour.
"Originally we were going
to do Warped Tour this year, but
it didn't work out because we
got a big offer to do the Gorilla
Biscuits tour." Even after the
minor setback, Hiebert's not
ready to call it quits on Warped
just yet. "We've always wanted
to play Warped Tour. I'd really
like to do it next year."
While CBK is making new
fans across Canada, one punk
veteran has also jumped on their
bandwagon.
"The first time I saw
them, I couldn't stop thinking
about early Black Flag," said
Jay Bentley, founding member
of Bad Religion. "The whole
delivery of their package was
really good." Unfortunately,
Comeback Kid has lost some of
their Canadian politeness and
Bentley has felt the burden.
"I still have yet to have a
(CBK) record...the band won't
give me one," said Jay, obviously concerned. "I asked them
repeatedly...what they said was
`no, go fuck yourself, we hate
you' — and I said, 'okay, that's
cool'. Then I crawled back into
my bunk and I went to sleep,"
Bentley says with a sarcastic
laugh.

By Sara Atnikovsatnikov@hotmail.com

PhotoSara Atnikov
Sadly, there will never be a statue honouring
Nick Hill, and Bill Norrie's likeness will never
grace the top of any building, like the Golden
Boy. It seems that there will be no public recognition for these notable Winnipeggers. But if you
look around, you will find these individuals are
honored in another way.
You may have seen the giant stencil of
KernHill Furniture's Nick Hill with the phrase
"Discount Everything" on the outside of the
old Clifford's building. You also may have seen
Burton Cummings with "Stand Tall", or Bill
Norrie with "Murder City Capital." These works
- called the civic heads - were created by a club
of people know as Atelier National du Manitoba.
Clubs and individuals who create street art
are not new, nor are they specific to Manitoba. In
New York, Shepard Fairey stencilled a picture of
Andre the Giant with the word OBEY underneath. Obey is now internationally recognized,
and the brand includes a clothing and accessories
line.
Recently, street artist Banksy made news
when he altered the liner graphics on a number
of Paris Hilton cds, and repackaged them to be
sold as if they were the originals. Before that
Banksy had been creating politically fuelled
stencils on the streets of Bristol, England. In
Winnipeg, there are countless people who create
street art, as well as Atelier and other clubs or
crews like the two six crew who are dedicated to
the art.
Atelier has been around for about a year
and involves hundreds of people. Many members
have history degrees from places like McGill

University, while others are filmmakers.
One member, who wishes to remain unnamed, says
Atelier is interested in "the ephemera of Manitoba."
The member refers to the sorts of things that
weren't created for much consideration, or were created
to be short lived. Like Winnipeg-based TV ads from the
'70s and '80s.
"Truly they are artworks. They just aren't recognized as such," the member said.
Atelier created the civic heads to give overdue
recognition to famous Winnipeggers.
"This is a small attempt to infer recognition for
what they have contributed, not just some hipster icon,"
the member said. Some people may see these and
any other stencils as a negative aspect of the city — just
another form of graffiti, like a tag. But the member says
otherwise, "I am pro-graffiti, and with stencils there
are no negative aspects. These are more than just a tag,
they cause people to reflect."

People, may also have negative feelings towards
this form of art because it isn't mainstream, or it
doesn't seem appropriate — a bunch of kids did
it and a company didn't pay for it to exist. The
member would beg to differ, stating that, "Ads for
the Downtown BIZ pollute the visual appeal of the
city more."
"I think (street artists) engage the community,"
says West Broadway resident Tim Hoover. "There
is a large concentration of street art around my
neighbourhood, and I think it's great. It's better
than looking at some tag, and it makes me more
aware of the little things a lot of people miss in the
environment surrounding us. Street art offers up an
alternative to the mainstream, providing little works
of art or thought provoking images for individuals
to look at and think about if they choose to."
The civic heads series incorporates an advertising angle as well. Each head incorporates an identifiable slogan, making it a quasi-brand. Merchandise
like t-shirts and pins with each person on it consistently sell out, not just with Winnipeggers, but with
out-of-towners as well. They identify the merchandise as being distinctly Winnipeg, something some
individuals don't like.
"A reporter once asked me if I thought the
`Murder City Capital' slogan was being insensitive
to the families of the victims, but that year we were
the murder capital of Canada," says the member.
Atelier consciously tries not to deface public
property. As a result, their artwork, along with
many others, usually ends up on decrepit or
neglected buildings. This in and of itself is a statement about Winnipeg that, like the art, you can
chose to think about, or not.
To check out local street art, just look around
you. To check out works by Banksy and Obey go to
banksy.co.uk and obeygiant. corn.

BLUE BOMBER DAY
AT RRC
On Wed. Sept. 27 Winnipeg Blue Bomber Personnel were
at the Notre Dame Campus promoting the upcoming
Grey Cup on November 19" at Canad Inn Stadium.
(Top left) Creating a "buzz" on campus was none other
than "Buzz" the mascot with a few of the Blue Lightning
crew at the bomber booth.
(Top) Winner of the Bomber autographed football is
Amanda Martens (left) presented by SA Guy Lussier.
(Left) Bomber players Chris Cvetkovic (left) & Jamie
Stoddard.
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Gretzky To
TECH NO
SUCKS

By Doug MCAlihUrdougmcarthur

The title of this column
comes from a friend of mine in
Lethbridge and for the record, it's
a philosophy neither of us subscribe to. Sadly, however, many
do. Maybe Eminem is right.
Maybe no one listens to techno
- at least in Winnipeg anyway. It's
another indication I live in the
wrong city.
Whatever. Here's what I'm listening to
and if you're so inclined check them out. I
didn't want to talk about this track because
everyone and their dog already has. SMD
are releasing a video for it and you can now
find it on YouTube, so I guess the track still
has relevancy especially in Winnipeg. This
track is sick and Winnipeg needs to know
what's going down in the rest of the modern world. I lust after this tune like I did
for my second pill. Get on it for fuck sake.
The track is "Hustler" by Simian Mobile
(myspace.com/simianmobiledisco).
Last Friday, for example, DJ Broken
Snakes (I just made that up - his real name
is Jason Funk) and I played a social for our
program's year-end do. I didn't bring any
top 40, only crossover remixes, mashups
and things. There were tonnes of people
requesting junk — R n'B, '80s, commercial
hip-hop, and so on. I did my best to play as
much crossover material as possible but it
wasn't enough. Even though I threw down
Tiga's remix of "Hot in Herre", some
classic '80s new wave like Gina X's "No
GDM" and "Blue Monday", and Tone-Lc
- no one responded on the dance floor.
I wanted to stick to mostly techno and
electro but I quickly realized no one appreciated anything I laid down. I tried playing
house music and that still left the dance
floor empty because everyone wandered

past and requested more garbage. One
girl even asked me to play something to
dance to. I should have smashed her in
the face. It sickened me that robot disco
wasn't dancy enough.
This whole experience stopped myBEATing heart.
Earlier that day a package of
records arrived in the post and I was
stoked to play them at the party even
though I had never played them before.
The only one I could spin was "Sexy
Back", remixed by Patrick Alavi.
I chose to order this record over
the original J.T. tune or any other remix
because it's so much more dirty, sloppy,
sticky, like a wet tongue licking your
bottom lip. It went unrecognized judging by the vacant dance floor. "When
are you going to play Sexy Back," they
would ask, and I would say I already
did. DJ Broken Snakes had to play a
different version later on. Boo.

On the verge of their first fulllength album release, triple-axe
wielding, progressive instrumental
metal band Electro Quarterstaff see
no limits to the future of their music.
"Having no vocalist, you can
make it as hard or as easy as you
want. As a musician, I want to be
challenged, so I want to make it as
interesting as I can," said guitarist
Drew Johnston.
The result is a frantic marriage
of the rawness of early Metallica
and the goofiness of Lethargy and
Ripping Corpse.
- Despite problems during recording with lost tracks, and the frustration of having to re-record their
hard-to-perfect riffs, the band has
emerged from five days at Private
Ear Studios with Gretzky, their most
diverse work yet. Johnston feels that
the band has progressed to a point where
developing the riff has taken precedence
in their songwriting.
"When we started, we were pasting a lot of individual riffs together,
and there were a lot of drastic tempo
changes, with not a lot of development
in each riff. Now, we can take one riff
and throw different accents in, separate
it into syllables, or fracture it. So that
became more of a focal point — working
on developing the individual riffs and
working on a real structure, as opposed
to just having one haphazard riff after "
another," he said.
Gretzky marks the quartet's first
full-length album on Willowtip Records,
a label they have been signed to for three
years. The band previously released
a demo entitled Swayze, and Johnston
hinted that they may continue the trend
of using celebrity surnames as the titles
of future albums.
"With no lyrics, there's no concept

for a name, so you just have to create
a concept. I think having a name like
Gretzky, or in the demo's case, Swayze
— those are just last names that resonate
with people. The music we write is really
seriously written...but in terms of the
external appearance of the band, we
don't take it that seriously. It's pretty
lighthearted."
After the CD release, the band will
be seeking a bass player, and looks to
tour again in the spring.
"Having a bass player would add
some low end to the mix, and give it
more texture," said Johnston. "It will
allow the guitars to have three independent voices as opposed to doing a lot of
unison work, where we are all playing
the same phrase. If we had a rhythm
section, it would give us more freedom
to explore a polyphonic, kind of layered
approach."
Gretzky hits stores Oct. 24 and
the CD release party is Oct. 13 at the
Collective Cabaret.

WE LISTEN.
YOU LISTEN.
Tell us how you feel and
you could win an iPod nano:
You live Here. Do you love it? Would you ever leave it?
Either way, we want to hear it. Tell us what matters to
you and you could win one of ten iPod

nano? weekly

made-in-Manitoba music prizes, and more. Just fill out a
simple on-line survey at spiritedenergy.ca and be heard.

Open to all residents of Manitoba. One survey/entry
per person. Contest ends October 15, 2006. Complete
rules and prize information at spiritedenergy.ca

Manitoba
spirited erierciti
www.spiritedenergy.ca

iPocr, iPod nano', and all related images are registered trademarks of Apple Computer,
Inc. All rights reserved. Apple is not a sponsor of, nor a partner in, this promotion.
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One Night in Hell...
By Nisha blisenci ni ha a.a r
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So I venture out
to the country to sip
some wine with my
1.1-1(.1
mom and. give her a
di
I tandmade birthday
ard. I count my
d
sips carefully as
I have to drive
cadb
,t
back into the
city. Around 11
Toro/
tue
but if, girls
p.m. I figure I better
o fit into t h e
get going.
In my haste and
laziness, I failed to get gas on
my way out of the city so now I have
to exercise the only option nearby to get enough gas and make it back. So I go
to
The Woody, fairly sure their pumps are on all night.
The Woody (The Woodlands Hotel) is the only bar within a 15-20 km radius and
is located conveniently on the highway for all those people that like to drink and drive
home. I park at the pumps and attempt to find someone to pay for gas so I can pump
it and get the hell out of there. I can't find anyone because it is apparently "Canadian
Playboyz" male stripper night and the whole place is a zoo. It's packed full with the
rowdiest bunch of prairie women you've ever seen under one roof. In my meanderings,
to find someone to pay for gas, I run into some girls I used to go to high school with.
"You gotta stay for awhile!! I haven't seen you in forever!" One yells into my ear
as I watch the steroid-enhanced, greasy stripper straddle a fairly overweight middleaged woman.
I do, do I? As I make a round, saying 'hi' to these girls I seem to see once
every two or three years (seemingly always at The Woody), one of the boys who
had been outside comes running up and says, "Someone backed into your car!"
The whole last two weeks has been full of car stress for me with my
car possibly being written off. I had just been thinking that day that maybe
I could just run that car for the winter or until it dies, and then look at
something new
So of course, after having these thoughts, some drunk-ass &*@# 0/0
p
backs into my parked car, which is parked at the brightly lit GAS
ttlide rwct
PUMPS. I run outside and run up to the man and demand his info,
nioNe
inspecting the new dent in my car - in one of the few spots that had
remained dent-less to this point.
iti b
I got witnesses and gave up on my gas search, parking my car a
nir)og- d nt tire
safe distance away. One beer, I think. I owe these long-lost stoner
necesmilv the be-:,t i n
high school buddies at least that. It was kind of embarrassing
be there, watching these beefcakes shake their clicks in quite
nuscle mass, A model's overfill Tito
tsseri rather than
lighted women's faces. I kept thinking- 'thank God I don't have
\ int): he
pay for that.'
i'll
I made a series of faces as "Febreeze" finished up his
again/A., (
ek so calle or an end to sickly
dance, and polished off my beer. Oh, the Woody. Some things
February- '2007, modck \A ill
er change. Thank God I got out of this God-forsaken town.
These girls have had babies and/or have never moved away,
clical certificate ,;aging that
blow my mind in the way that we have gone in such opposite
rections.
nitosett the 1):111
We had great times as kids/teens there, but was that the
(11ter till
pinnacle for some people - are they stuck?
tlintte rern,tins
Perhaps they don't see themselves as stuck and are happy,
is al l to keep it in perI
but I have to wonder if that could really be true. Is this what
they always dreamed of doing, have they given up on dreams
aired to have Itice
or goals? Or is this it — for them? And is it okay? Perhaps they
and - by using
were standing there just like me - thinking 'I can't believe I am
(I
standing here, watching this'.
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INTERNATIONAL INKJET REFILLS LTD.
BUSINESS SERVICES

RED RIVER COLLEGE
STUDENTS/STAFF SPECIAL
STUDENT/STAFF CARD RE • UIRED

PRINT, COPY AND REFILLING
INKJET CARTRIDGE REFILLING &
NEW CARTRIDGES
$5.00 TO $12.00
FOR ALL REFILLS BLACK & COLOR

FAST PRINT AND COPY

is looking to hire...

IMMOBILIZER INSTALLERS
$50 to $85 per install.
(prefer certified installers, but will train)

CAR STARTER /
ALARM INSTALLERS
AUTO. UPHOLSTERERS
MECHANIC /FABRICATORS
BODY WORKERS /PAINTER
ALL NEEDED ASAP!!
WE OFFER...

8 1/2 X 11 COLOR .38 EA.
8 1/2 X 11 BLACK .05 EA

• FLEXIBLE HOURS BOTH P/T & F/T
• FULL BENEFITS & GREAT WAGES
• ROOM FOR ADVANCEMENT

#6 —213 ST. MARY'S RD. WINNIPEG, MB R2H 132
(AT THE RED TOP RESTAURANT MALL)

OPPORTUNITY to TRAVEL

PHONE: 204-237-0031 FAX: 204-237-0087
E mail intlink©mts.net
-

and

Please call 783-8883
or email
jobs@phatridecustoms.com

Time + Passion
Into Articles!
Contact The Projector Today!
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It's True Bigger Is Better
By Alexis Laforestalexislaforesto4@hotmao.com
Years ago, when people read "coming to a
theatre near you," they would flock to the nearest theatre. Today, this seems to be the case for
larger multiplexes, not the smaller independent
theatres.
Large multiplex theatres are seeing an
increase in theatre attendance and profits, while
small independent theatres are seeing a decrease
in both areas.
One explanation for this is that the larger
theatre chains have the resources to give their
customers exactly what they want, like value
packages.
As Pat Marshall, the vice-president of communications and investor relations for Cineplex
Entertainment says, "It is far more cost effective to run a large multiplex theatre than an
independent theatre. Guests have more options
at a multiplex."
According to Marshall, the promotions
offered by Cineplex Entertainment, "Are a fun
and unique way to get people in theatres and
give them what they want, and what we believe
makes sense for our company and our guests."
In comparison, it is far more difficult for
the small and independent theatres to compete
with the larger multiplexes. The smaller theatres already have low admission and concession
costs. Thus, it would not be effective to offer
special prices for their customers.
A manager at Towne Cinema 8 says,

"When multiplexes lower their admission prices
and offer promotions, we notice a large decrease
in attendance, but we also see a fall off period
every year."
When asked if the fall-off period depends
on the quality of the theatre, the manager at
Towne Cinema 8 maintained, "I believe that we
are on the same level of quality as the multiplexes, even though they may offer movies than
our theatre does not. Towne Cinema 8 is 22
years old, so one can not base things on quality"
However, when attendance drops and profits fall, many of the independent theatres are
forced to shut their doors, which leaves people
that live in these areas having to travel further to
get to the nearest theatre.
Statistics Canada reports that in 2004-05,
small, older movie theatres in Canada were
down 4.2 `)/0 in attendance compared to the
previous year. They also state that any gain in
movie attendance in 2004/2005 was entirely to
larger movie theatres.
Nonetheless, people are adapting to the
new trend of downloading movies off the
Internet, which in some cases are available before the DVD release date. Likewise, staying in
the comfort of one's home and ordering movies
from pay-per-view has never been easier.
The future of theatres, therefore, seems to
lay in the hands and the pockets of the public.

Screened Not Heard
By Andrea von Wichert avw@mts.net
"I can't hear heavy metal
any more."
After four years of working
to get his independent feature,
Black Bridge, to the screen,
Winnipeg filmmaker Kevin
Doherty is happy to finally screen
it.
"It was a strain on my
wife, my kids and my friends. It
became an obsession. You lose

focus. The only way out is to
finish it."
According to Doherty's
website, the film is a murder mystery set in 1984, focusing on "a
close-knit group of head-banger
friends [who] all have an equal
passion for heavy metal music,
partying and experimenting with
the occult and supernatural."
Despite his current metal

moratorium, Doherty says the
film had its birth in his "fondness
for the musical style." Growing
up in a strict Catholic household
"we couldn't have heavy metal
records...we'd hide them in a
stack with Billy Joel records on
the outside."
Maybe latent Catholic guilt
for making a film about the
satanic influences of heavy metal

Food Bank
The campus Food Bank, sponsored by the Students'Association,
welcomes all students, and their dependents who require
extra food on a regular or casual basis.
Now available, the Food Bank runs once every two weeks.

Registration
Please register the Tuesday prior to the Food Bank dates
Registration forms are available in CM20 or P110

Dates
October 20, 2006
November 2, 2006
November 17, 2006
December 1, 2005
December 15, 2006

Times
Pick up is between 2-4pm, every second Friday at the Food Bank trailer
outside building F (North West of Notre Dame Campus)

Information
For more information please contact the Food Bank directly at 632-2198
or leave a message for the coordinator in the Students' Association office (CM20)
and you will be contacted.

plagued Doherty when in the
middle of shooting. The project
was struck by bad luck, he says.
"It felt cursed."
Technical malfunctions,
uncooperative weather and
- most significantly - the theft of
all the master footage from two
months of shooting, left Doherty
wondering if the Almighty was
sending him a message.
Doherty's commitment
to his craft and passion for
storytelling prevailed. He and a
dedicated cast and crew (most
of whom were volunteers) went
back and re-shot.
"I think the stuff we
re-shot was way better — it was
a blessing in disguise." Actor
Adam Smoluk, who plays
banger Adrian Downing, agrees,
"[It] probably helped the film
improve. We got to go back and
re-shoot, redo things."
It's this kind of dedication
that has won Doherty praise

from the local independent filmmaking community
"I think Kevin is the best
under-rated filmmaker in the
city," says editor David Zellis,
who worked with Doherty for
two years to get the final cut.
Even the humble Doherty
admits he's "generated a bit of
a cult clique" of other filmmakers who like his work. "I have a
body of work to showcase," he
says.
Doherty hopes his film will
encourage young people to be
more critical and discriminating
when is comes to negative or
violent pop culture messages.
"These are artists expressing
their ideas. That doesn't mean
you should go out and do whatever they're saying."
Black Bridge runs from
Oct. 13 to 19 at 9:30 p.m. at
Cinematheque. Visit kevindoheryfilms.com for info.

THINGS MOMMA NEVER `SPLAINED
We asked:

If there's a hole straight through the earth from the
South Pole to the North Pole, and you jump right
through it, what would happen? Would you keep falling forever?

You answered:

The earths' center is made of liquid magma. If
there was a hole straight through from the North
Pole to the South Pole, liquid magma would travel
in both directions erupting through at both ends
killingyou instantly before you even had a chance
to jump. It's called a volcano, stupid.
Nadine Hanneson
Send us your unanswered questions to

health@theprojector.ca.
In the next issue we may feature your
question and seek out the true answer.
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SERVITUDE, THE GIFT OF CHAOS AND
SERVING
ONE'S GIFT

HEALTH, SPORTS & LIFESTYLES

Sex Supplement is Bad For You/
By Lisa HarriSOIlldharrison77@hotmail.com
NorthRegentRX, a Wmnipeg-

"The intuitive mind is a
sacred gift and the rational
mind is afaithfill servant.
We have created a society that
honors the servant and has
forgotten the gift."
- Albert Einstein
"I would do anything to
see through your eyes," my
friend Davina said once,
commenting on my creativity, "What it'd be like to be
in your mind."
Before this year it had
never occurred to me that
not everybody was creative.
I'd been called creative before, but it
used to be creative was something like
tap dancing or baking. A skill set.. A
lovely comment on an art class paper. It
wasn't the inherent, unstoppable, neurotic and chaotic pursuit that endangers
me today.
I got in trouble in class a few days
ago for not sharing my ideas. "Let's
ask the girl with no imagination," my
instructor had said. To the audience
who laughed and the instructor who
felt ignored, it was deserved. To me, the
student being pointed at, it was appalling. I could have shared several ideas,
like everybody else. I was waiting for
something better. It's not something you
chase and it's definitely not something to
be tossed into the air. It wasn't ready to
be said. It wasn't a finished idea.
The world at large doesn't like the
creative person. Like fancy tropical fish
kept in aquariums, creative types are to
be marveled at with convenience. When
their ideas please everybody, they receive
a hearty A or, at best, an award. When
their ideas scare people, they're labeled
unbalanced. When their moods control
their lives, they're suddenly irresponsible.

When
their Minds run totally dry,
they're inconsistent.
Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi was a
professor and former chairman at the
University of Chicago. He spent his
entire life researching the science of
immeasurable behaviours, one being
creativity. In Creativity: Flow and the
Psychology of Discovery and Invention,
Csikszentmihalyi characterizes creative
individuals as those with highly contrasting traits, being extremely responsible
and irresponsible, playful and disciplined,
intelligent and, naive, introverted and extroverted. He also notes a deep sensitivity
causing creative individuals heightened
pain as well as joy.
For my good friend Davina, I wish
I could show her the positives, because
when I can connect, it's beyond bliss.
For those who don't understand, I wish I
could show them too, because for 98 per
cent of the time, I am disconnected, and
the struggle of living with that is grief
enough.
For those, like me, who recognize the
value of irrationality, take comfort. Chaos
has a pattern, even if for the most part,
the society we know can't see it.

based distributor of the sex-enhancing
supplement Libidus, is challenging a
warning from Health Canada advising consumers not to use the health
product.
On Sept.19 Health Canada issued
an advisory claiming the product
contains an undeclared pharmaceutical ingredient called vardenafil, which
could pose serious health risks to
consumers.
Possible side effects to vardenafil
include cardiac events, the development of life-threateningly-low blood
pressure, and in rare cases penile tissue
damage and permanent loss of potency. The combination of vardenafil
and nitrate medication could be fatal.
Health Canada banned importation and retail of the product and it has
been removed from health stores across
Canada.
NorthRegentRX imports Libidus
into Canada for distribution and is
disputing the allegation that Libidus
contains vardenafil.
Jody Baymeyer, the company's
vice-president of sales and marketing
says that NorthRegentRX has retained
lawyers to represent the company.
"Libidus is not permanently coming off the market and we will not be
ceasing distribution. We believe Batch
60-10 was contaminated with vardenafil,
but they're treating them all as the same.
They've done Magnetic Resonance
Imaging tests on other batches and
found us clear," he says.
Baymeyer cites a recent survey
by the United States Food and Drug
Administration as the event that sparked
the controversy. The agency analyzed
17 dietary supplements marketed on the
Internet to treat erectile dysfunction and
enhance sexual performance in men.

The survey found non-dietary ingredients in many of the samples, including
Libidus.
"Products off the Internet can
easily be tampered with. We brought our
product to Health Canada voluntarily
for testing. We are confident that our
product is safe. But it was the intention
of the FDA to pull the product in the
United States so Health Canada followed suit." says Baymeyer.
He believes that Health Canada's
outdated view of the herbal market has
influenced the Federal department to
make a decision without the results to
back it up.
"If you can't step up to the plate
with evidence, you don't have a legal
right to bar distribution of the product."
Counsel for NorthRegentRX had
given Health Canada a deadline of
Friday, September 29, 2006 to produce
evidence indicating that Libidus tested
positive for vardenafil. If the deadline is
not met, the company says it will pursue
litigation.
Health Canada could not be
reached for comment.

•

Only at The OX and Mercantile

buy
buy
free
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*free anola bar is for equal or lesser value
*473m1 juice and your coke card is required for this month i coke deal
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e Rub Down

By Jennifer Johnsondaisyth@mts.net
It may seem as simple as opening up the
Yellow Pages and picking someone out of
the phonebook, but there are things that you
should be looking for when choosing a massage therapist.
The most important thing you can do
is ask questions – Jenny Oige, a Remedial
Massage Therapist (RMT) advises that
patients looking into massage therapy call
around to make sure the businesses are estab-

lished, and to check out the employees.
"When you're calling, make sure you ask
how much schooling they have," says Oige.
Massage Therapists should have
completed a two-year program at an accredited college and should belong to one
of two associations—the Massage Therapy
Association of Manitoba (MTAM) or the
Association of Massage Therapists and
Wholistic Practitioners (AMTWP).

Oige also says it's a good idea to
ask if employees have taken any extra
training aside from the required program – For herself, Oige also trained
in Somatics and Hot Stone Massage.
Judy Wiebe, a Registered
Nurse and Nurse Educator at The
Health Sciences Centre, suggests
phoning a professional association
such as the MTAM.
"They give you guidance on what
you should expect from the people in
that association," she says.
Massage therapists belonging to
a professional association will be listed
by the association – therefore distinguishing themselves from individuals
that are perhaps not qualified to be
offering such services.
Wiebe also says it's a good idea
to ask what services.each therapist
provides to ensure the service needed
is available before making the appointment.
Of course, you can always get a

Mayoral Candidates
Hit The Ground
Walking

CRAM NIGHTS
Free Coffee & Donuts
Notre Dame Campus
Library Hallway
•
6-8pm, Monday, October 16

By Stephanie Scherbainstscherbain@yahoo.com
Running for Mayor presents a variety of
challenges, but aside from developing campaign
platforms and dealing with the daily stress of
meeting the citizens, it is also important for the
candidates to maintain their personal health.
Marianne Cerilli, Kaj Hasselriis, and Ron
Pollock, all mayoral candidates in the Oct. 25
civic election say they make a conscious effort to
take charge of their health.
Whether it's a toothache (Hasselriis), or
being overtired, the candidates are taking extra
measures to be on top of their campaign.
Cerilli says she takes a holistic approach to
her health, and tries to maintain it in four as., pects: mental, physical, spiritual and emotional.
Along with regular workouts on a Cross-trainer
and workout classes, Cerilli spends time meditating and practicing yoga.
"I also take daily breaks and play with my
daughter," Cerilli adds.
The big change Cerilli has noticed during
her campaigning is,the need to be "much more
committed" to her health.
Similarly, Pollock keeps up with his daily
walks, rarely transporting himself in anything
remotely similar to an automobile. For Pollock,
walking has been what he's always do_ ne.
"I walk everyday," says Pollock.
Hasselriis bikes and walks around the city to
get where he's going. Showing up to an interview
with bike helmet in hand, Kaj was on a mission
for a healthy lunch.
"I am just an active guy," says Hasselriis,
"I'm not capable of sitting still."
Besides the physical exercise, mayoral
candidates stressed the importance of focusing
on their mental health.
Regarding his campaign, Pollock says, "I
don't let it run me, I'm running it."
Pollock says he has not changed anything
in the way he lives his life. The campaign is just
another thing to do.
"I'm determined to fit it into my own
######
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referral from your doctor. Depending
on what type of benefits you have, if
any, that may be the best way to go.
Jody Macauley is a client of Jenny
Oige's who sought massage therapy to
relieve stress and neck tension.
"My benefits will only cover it
if I get referred by my doctor," says
Macauley. Seeing her massage therapist has helped with her neck pain and
her stress levels.
Another option for finding the
right therapist is simply word of
mouth. Ask around and find out who
among your acquaintances has tried
massage therapy. Find out which
therapists are accessible and how their
clients feel about the service.
"Talk to people and get satisfaction ratings," says Wiebe.
The key to unlocking the mystery
of how to choose a massage therapist
seems to be that making an educated
decision will get you the kind of
service you need.

lifestyle," he says.
Walking is a de-stressor for Pollock. He
thinks about his ideas for the campaign and plans
out his advertising spots during his walks.
Cerilli says the mind is like a parachute
and the "parachute works best when its open."
Exercising the mind leads to an increase in
energy and provides clarity to the work she does
in her campaign. Cerilli just tries to "go with the
flow".
Although Hasselriis says he does not have
time to see a dentist about that toothache, he
keeps a positive attitude. In times of stress,
Hasselriis will think, "we're doing the best
we can." Doing the best he can also includes
remembering to "eat - period."
"I am 6 foot 4 and it takes a lot to fuel a 6'4"
body," he says.
Incumbent mayor Sam Katz did not
respond to an interview request from The
Projector.

Princess Street Campus
P110 (Atrium)
•
6-8pm, Tuesday, October 17
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Thursday, October 26
Cave Lounge, Notre Dame Campus
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Net Setter
By Jennifer Ryanjryanil@hotmail.com
Red River College is lucky
to have such a talented setter.

It might be hard for Mike
Maidment, head coach of the Red
River Rebels women's volleyball
team to top last year's performance
when his team went undefeated.
But, he has certainly started off
this year with a bang.
Maidment was awarded
Coaching Manitoba's Coach of the
Month for September.
"It speaks volumes of the type
of coaches we have here (at Red
River College) and of our program," said Ryan Ratushniak, Red
River College's athletic director.
Maidment isn't the type of
coach who likes being singled out for
accolades.
"I normally don't accept individual awards because we compete
as a team," said Maidment.
However, he felt this was a special case because it was his players
who nominated him for the award.
Maidment accepted the award
because it was something his players
went out of the way to do for him.
"Players really enjoy playing for
Mike," said Ratushniak.
Maidment's coaching style has
a lot to do with the outpouring of
kudos.
"I have a high-intensity coaching style and I preach a win-win
style," said Maidment.

"I always tell

my players that in every moment
of everyday in life, they have the
chance to win."
An important strategy for
Maidment is to keep his team out
of the emotional lows that teams
can go through. He does this by
telling his team that emotional lows
can only be self-imposed. He says
his team last year bought into his
strategy
"Every time the girls stepped on
the court they were winners, and the
fact we went undefeated had nothing to do with that," said Maidment.
Maidment has been involved in
coaching volleyball for a long time.
He coached in St. Vital for junior
and senior high schools for 15 years,
he was an assistant coach with the
University of Winnipeg women's
volleyball team, and he also coached
professional volleyball in Japan.
Last year, Maidment faced one
of his toughest challenges when
Red River College decided to start
volleyball teams for the first time in
twenty years.
"No one had any idea what
kind of talent there was at Red
River," said Maidment.
Forty players showed up for
tryouts, and out of those forty
players Maidment was able to select
a team that went undefeated in the

Julie Sundara, a first year
medical radiological technology student, hasn't played
volleyball in three years, but
if history is a good prediction, RRC's competition is
due to get nuked playing
against her.
It was in Grade 10 at
Daniel Mac High School that
Sundara's volleyball team
won the provincial title under
her captaincy, and she won
provincial MVP. She was
also the co-captain of the
basketball team.
She credits her success at
athletics to her high school's
training programs.
"It was like a boot camp.
They taught you discipline
before even starting training."
Discipline is definitely something that
Sundara possesses. In addition to volleyball and
basketball, she was active in her high school's
student council, worked as a referee, and maintained a position on the honour roll.
Her discipline may also be partly credited
to her parents. They emigrated from Laos,
Thailand, before she was born.
"We had to work really hard. I guess that's
where I got my discipline," she reflects, adding,
"Everything I do is for my parents. It's for
them."

regular season — losing only in the playoff finals
to the second-ranked Canadian Mennonite
University. He also had three of his players
selected to the CPAC (Canadian Central Plains
Athletic Conference) all-star team.
Considering this is only the second year
of the new athletic program at Red River,
Ratushniak was ecstatic with Maidment's

SURF
a

Now entering her third year of post-secondary school, after completing two years of
a degree at the University of
Manitoba, Sundara says she
chose her career path because
she likes helping people, but
is not interested in "the gory
aspect" of medicine.
When Rebels selection
camps ran this September,
Sundara had to decide if she
wanted to play volleyball or
basketball. She chose volleyball
simply because its tryouts were
being held first.
It is a decision that she is
very happy with — as she says
about her teammates, "right
away, we just all hit it off."
Sundara says she's excited
to be playing volleyball again,
and is looking forward to the
Rebels' first home game on Oct.
17 at 6 p.m. versus Providence
in the North Gym at the RRC
Notre Dame campus.
"I'm just stoked to play with competitive
girls like me. I just love that." Says Sundara,
while she is quick to point out that she plays to
win.
Amy Carter, the team's manager and a
former RRC player agrees, saying that Julie is
"very focused when on the court."
As Rebels women's volleyball coach Mike
Maidment predicts, "She's going to be one of
the top college setters out there."
"She has a great head for the game — she's
a natural athlete."

recognition and what it means to the program.
"Our program is developing really well,
this year we were able to start a men's and
women's basketball team," said Ratushniak.
The Rebels women's volleyball team will
kick off their regular season at home on Oct.
17 when they face Providence
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Red River College Students' Association

em in Mexico 2007

Packages Starting From

Plus Tax

Packa

artind't-

$399musG.s.T.
Per person based on Quad occupancy.
Includes: 3 day lift passes (2 Fernie, motor coach transportation, 1 Castle),
2 nights accommodation, nightly adventures, prizes and one epic experience!

More info:
Red River Collar: Student*
CM20, None Dame Campos
P110, Princess St. Campus
Werw:1707.0.00171,
SaerertiSsaf7CJitb,C21

204.632.2981
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For more Information:
•

Drop by Room CM20, Notre Dame Campus or Room P110, Princess SL Campus.

•

Visit www.rrcsa.corn

Make a $150 depose today to hold your spot Final payment due January 22, 2007.

RRC Students' Association Trip packages now available.
Drop by CM20 or P110, for more information.
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SAVOUR THIS

This Holiday Is
No Turkey
By Joanna Fultz, News Editor
So, Thanksgiving has come and gone
again, floating away on poultry scented
air like the rapidly disappearing memory
of summer. For most of us it probably
included a few family feuds, Great Auntie
someone (everybody's got one) losing her
dentures or her marbles, Mom leaving the
turkey just where the dog could reach it
- followed by the dog making sounds of the
crypt under the table all evening.
To me, Thanksgiving is a great time
to eat dinner rolls and count eye rolls, a
perfect combo of food and fighting. But
as it stands, the thanking part of this
North American tradition needs a lot of
work, especially in regards to the way it is
celebrated today.
Long ago and far away, European
farmers would work the land day and
night in the hopes of producing even
the smallest and most pitiful crops. For
their Thanksgiving they would gather
together to feast on what meager rations
they had (boiled potatoes, baked potatoes,
potato-filled potatoes) to give real thanks to
whatever greater power had blessed them
with the ability to grow these starchy buried
treasures.
In Canada, it all started in
Newfoundland when an English navigator by the name of Martin Frobisher held a
ceremony in celebration to thank the holier
than thou for granting them safe passage
from Europe to our eastern Canadian
shores.
It seems as though throughout history
the actual meaning of thanksgiving had
more of an influence on people. When our
world was still a vast undiscovered frontier,
they were risking their lives in constant
threat of starvation, exposure and disease,
living off the land and braving the odds
by trying to survive in an unbelievably

unforgiving environment.
Just imagine for a moment being one
of the first settlers in Manitoba. The massive swarms of semi-prehistoric mosquitoes
biting off chunks of your flesh, buzzing in
your ears at night so loudly you feel like
you are going to go insane — and no mesh
netting, no deet, no OFF Skintastic for
centuries. Those people had reason to give
thanks.
As Canadians, we have a lot to give
thanks for — we live in an amazing place.
We have the right to vote, water to guzzle
for years, food at our fingertips, and for
the most part, a peaceful society. Those of
us who can afford to have a thanksgiving
dinner should be screaming "thank you" at
the tops of our lungs during the meal and
spelling it in our whipped cream during
dessert.
Sitting down at a table of your loved
ones (albeit some may be drooling whether
they are under 80 days old, or over 80
years old) looking around at candlelit faces,
and a glowing feast of over-portioned food
is something some people in this world, or
even in this city would not believe.
Perhaps, instead of giving thanks by
thanking ourselves with a huge helping of
bloating, butter, and binge eating, we could
all try to show our appreciation by helping
others out who need it more than we do.
Have a big dinner, celebrate with friends
and family, get a little wine blush in your
cheeks, but next year, put together a hamper, volunteer at the Winnipeg Harvest,
or buy a meal for someone asking for your
help on the street.
Celebrating our good fortune is
healthy, saying thank you is a necessity, but
hearing the words thank you is far more
fulfilling.

Across
1- Performs; 5- Shed feathers; 9Dry stalks; 14- Close; 15- Once
more; 16- Church singers; 17Violation of anything sacred; 19Like marshes; 20- Capital of
Turkey; 21- Four-door; 23- Tool
for chipping ice; 25- Microwave;
26- LP speed; 29- Permit; 30English dramatist; 33- Glossy;
34- Greek god of sleep; 35- Leaf
of a book; 38- Exclamation of
surprise; 40- Probability; 41Insecure; 44- Loses heat; 47Prudery; 49- Cover; 52- Printing
widths; 53- Division of geologic
time; 54- Miserly person; 56Tendency; 58- Concealment; 59Part of the large intestine; 62Electronic component; 64Fragrance; 65- Chieftain, usually
in Africa; 66- Withered; 67Insurgent; 68- Tear apart; 69Woody plant;

recipes from rrc s culinary arts students

Lemon Chicken With Pasta
Chicken Breasts (no skin)
Onion
Garlic
Red Pepper
Green Pepper
Asparagus Spears
Zucchini
Tomato
Chicken Stock
Lemon Juice
'/2 & 1/2 Cream
Chili Flakes
Dry Rubbed Basil
Olive oil
Salt & Pepper
Noodles (Penne)

2
1

lclove
1/2
1/2
5
1
1
1 cup
3 tbsp
1/2 cup
1 tsp
1 tsp

Sliced into strips
Cut in half, sliced finely
Minced coarsely
Sliced
Sliced
Cut into 1 1/2" pieces
Cut in half lengthways, sliced
Cored and large dice

1 tbsp
To Taste
1 1/2 Cups

Instructions:
Saute onion in olive oil until translucent. Add chicken and garlic
and continue to saute for 2 minutes. Add asparagus and zucchini
and saute for 2 mins. Add red pepper, green pepper and tomato.
Saute for 1 minute. Add chicken stock and lemon juice and brin
to a light boil. Add chili flakes, basil and turn off stove. Stir in
cream and adjust seasonings.
Boil water in large pot. Add a sprinkle of salt. When boiling, add noodles. Check doneness after a few minutes. When
al dente, remove noodles from water. Toss in a few drops of
olive oil to prevent from sticking.
Sprinkle lightly with parmesan cheese right before
serving.
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Down
1- Assault; 2- An opportunity; 3Trumpet fanfare; 4- Leash; 5Book of the Bible; 6- Single unit; 7- Race parts; 8- Pluck; 9- Fragmentary; 10- At that time; 11Fish eggs; 12- Help, resource; 13- Lopsided; 18- Whiskey type; 22- Morse element; 24- Japanese
syllabic script; 26- Monetary unit of South Africa; 27- Goad; 28- Imbroglio; 31- Type of packsack;
32- Epic narrative poem; 33- Oceans; 35- Brownish purple; 36- Soon; 37- Precious stones; 39Makes a row?; 42- Chest related; 43- Long ago; 45- Group of fruit trees; 46- Song part; 48Invasive tumor; 49- Linger aimlessly; 50- Refrain from noticing; 51- Extent; 55- Writer of lyric
poetry; 56- Heavy book; 57- Matron; 59- Automobile; 60- Metal-bearing mineral; 61- High hit; 63Slender metal fastener;
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Matt. Urban

"A surprisingly common occurance"

Well, I was out driving last night and

Hey guys, thanks
for having me over

Phil.„why are you wearing a
paper bag over your head?

,

.76

Priceless Garden Gnome?

I accidentally drove over this old Gyps
lodys pri ce less garden gnome, so she
ut a curse on me.

Dude, I hate to tell you this, but Matt and I jus
gnome at Canadian Tire for 5 bucks._

Yeah, it was this little guy in a raincoat
and red boots. She said it was irreplaceable.
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ROGERS"

rogers.com/mp3

WIRELESS

WINNIPEG
AirSource
212 Henderson Hwy.
989-2954
AirSource
1200 McPhillips St.
989-2927

I got 18 hours
of playtime.

AirSource
2599 Pembina Hwy. at Bison Dr.
261-1234
AirSource
Portage Place
946-0721
AirSource
2609 Portage Ave. at Moray
954-2939
AirSource
1500 Regent Ave. W.
988-3080
AirSource
St. Vital Centre
989-2939
AirSource
Northgate Shopping Centre
336-0233
Krazy Krazy
1509 St. Matthews Ave.
772-0461
Primetime Communication
671 Pembina Hwy.
925-1260
Primetime Communication
1504 St. Mary's Rd.
987-3444
SI Wireless Communications
1100 Portage Ave.
231-1600
SI Wireless Communications
661 Corydon Ave.
231-1650
Teleco
888 St. James St.
831-1234
VIP Worldwide
Second Level
Canada Post Skywalk
947-9570

now paying

Versus Wireless
871 Notre Dame Ave.
779-8533

MP3 Phones

starting from

BRANDON

Back

$ 29 99*

Krazy Krazy
824-18th St.
727-4279
wecellwireless.ca
443 10th Street
727-2381
DAUPHIN
Rick's Electronics
21-3rd Avenue N.E.
638-3699

1GB OF US

PORTAGE LA PRAIRIE

NOW ON YOUR PHONE.

Will Compute
16 Saskachewan Ave. W.
239-0810

Get everything you need to load & play. Included with select MP3 phones.

STEINBACH

Up to 1GB of Memory • Stereo Headset • USB Cable

Nickel Communications
107 Hwy. 12 N
326-4988

0 ROGERS-

(Students stay connected with free Rogers to Rogers calling and text messaging
WINNIPEG
Kildonan Place Mall
667-8248
Polo Park Mall
774-2412

ROGERS

CANADA'S CLEAREST WIRELESS NETWORK

Your World Right Now

GO TO ROGERS.COM, 1-800-462-4463, A ROGERS WIRELESS, ROGERS PLUS OR ROGERS VIDEO STORE FOR DETAILS
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0 ROGERS'VIDEO

OWIRELESSWRYD

*Clarity of the network is based on network drive tests in the majority of urban Canadian centres within Rogers Wireless footprint, comparing voice services of the major wireless providers. Voice clarity may
vary due to customer's handset, network availability and capacity, interference, topography and environmental conditions and factors. Go to rogers.com/clear for details. *Phone prices available only on
subscription to a new 36-month service agreement. Available at participating locations. See in store for details. Offers subject to change without notice. $29.99 Motorola V360 does not include USB cable or
headphones. **Available on a select 36-month service agreement only. Free unlimited local calling and up to 1,000 sent text messages. 'Trademarks of Rogers Communications Inc. used under license, or of
Rogers Wireless 0 2006. All other brand names and logos are trademarks of their respective owners; all rights reserved.

Garden City Mall
339-8895
The Shops of Winnipeg Square
944-8070
BRANDON
Brandon Shoppers Mall
571-6976
BUSINESS SOLUTIONS LINE
942-1400

